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CSBS Encounters
Unexpected Success

Vara Stomps on Rod –
Busts it

Activities

Ken’s day out – Easy boy !
CSBS co-president Jon Vara ghoulishly gloats after
irreparably damaging Pitkin’s fishing pole.
Remarkably, co-president Ken Elmer remains
outwardly calm, concealing the inner turmoil
generated by Vara’s callous act.

“Eewww!! What the heck is this?” asks CSBS copresident Caleb Pitkin, after inadvertently catching
the first of two young stripers on Day III of the 2006
CSBS outing.

Pitkin Takes New Position on
Monty Hall
Regular readers of the CSBS News will recall
that for years the “Monty Hall Problem” has
been a primary source of discord and ill-feeling
within the ranks of the society. Of the four
senior members of the society, Pitkin alone has
attempted to grapple with the complexity of the
problem, questioning conventional wisdom,
while the other three lemmings have blindly
accepted the word of Marilyn vos Savant - that
the odds of choosing a prize behind one of
three doors increase if you change your choice
after one of the remaining doors is shown not
to hide the prize.
In a stunning and
unprecedented reversal, Pitkin now asserts
that vos Savant is correct, after all. Pitkin
explains his change of mind as the result of
extensive
on-line
research.
“I did a
Google search,” Pitkin
said. “and I found a
picture of Marilyn vos
Savant. Wow. She is
smokin’ hot. Whatever she says is
alright with me."
Marilyn vos Savant is married to Dr. Robert Jarvik,
inventor of the artificial heart

The CSBS has managed to assemble a serviceable
vessel for its off-beach activities. Ness, a sleek and
streamlined speedboat owned by the Blachly family
of Cundy’s Harbor and Brightwater, Maine, is
propelled by a powerful 1953 10-hp Johnson
outboard, owned by Eric Allen of Boise, Idaho.

CSBS co-president Ken Elmer morphs into a
formless green mass after a grueling day on the
New Meadows River.

Bromley Buys More Stuff Fusses With It

From the Archives – 1999

CCCCC to Apply for
Bricks & Mortar Grant
The Cabot-Cape Cod Canal Connection, the
grant-writing arm of the CSBS, is preparing an
application for funding a new powerboat
equipped with fighting chairs and a cooler.
Grant requests will be sent to the Cabot
Cultural Connection, the Cabot Community
Center Committee, Cabot Congregational
Church, Cabot Co-operative Creamery, Cabot
Conservation
Commission,
the
Cabot
Coalition, and Craig Cook. The CCCCC is
confident that its acronym will evoke some
goodwill from these potential sponsors.

CSBS co-president Mark Bromley frigs with a
waterproof map bag, or a glow-in-the-dark jackknife, or a kevlar finger protector, or some
goddamned thing, while everybody waits for him.
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10:00 PM – High tide. Vara and Healy stumble
to the water to do some fishing with the
“holographic herring.” Determine that no fish
are in the area, but that many will likely be
caught tomorrow.

CSBS Trains New Acolyte

Readings were enjoyed from The Boxcar Children
(circled, right), and My Demon Motorboat (circled,
left). Other publications were completely ignored.

Tim Healy, an ardent long-time admirer of the
Cabot Striped Bass Society, realized his
fondest dream as a pledgeling on the 2006
Fish Massacre. As is customary with firsttimers, Healy was allowed to catch the first
fish.

Highlights from the Trip Log
Sept 7 – 6:00 PM Elmer and Pitkin arrive
Brightwater, Phippsburg, Maine loaded with
food, liquor, enthusiasm and fishing supplies.
Sept. 8 – 12:40 AM – Still waiting up for friggin’
Bromley, Verbal Vara, and Tim Healy (this
year’s acolyte) – 1:11 AM – Bromley, Vara, and
newbie acolyte Tim Healy arrive. Hopes High.
9:10 – Society debates correct usage of
“censure” and “censor”. 9:30 AM – Trip
declared a success as acolyte Healy catches a
17” schoolie – gaffed in the friggin’ temple.
Note to log: On Cape Cod, this is described as
“jigging the bastard.” 9:50 AM – Vara reads
aloud from The Boxcar Children.
Spirits
plummet.
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10:00 AM – Society ventures out on the road
looking for trailer part lost by Pitkin and Elmer.
Complete failure achieved. Lures purchased at
Walmart in Brunswick. Also purchased 25 watt
green and red “party bulbs” to create festive
atmosphere. Also purchased a 60 watt “black
light bulb” which may present a fire hazard.
12:00 noon – Society puts to sea, heading for
Blachly compound on Sheep Island. No fish
caught. Cundy’s Harbor: Bromley attempts to
surreptitiously “borrow” an empty 5 lb. plastic
peanut butter tub to use as a bait pail, but gets
caught by a Johnny Damon look-alike. 1:30
PM – Pitkin’s 10-horse Johnson is crippled by
a BUSTED SHEAR-PIN. Elmer takes one for
the team by donating a nail from a previous
repair to his broken rod tip as an emergency
shear-pin. Pitkin is truly heroic in effecting the
necessary repairs with Vara’s “leatherman.”

Sept 9 – 8:06 AM – Most of the Cabot Striped
Bass Society arises. Red party bulb still
casting a soft glow upon the scene after having
been on all night. Pitkin replaces green bulb
over table with a conventional white bulb.
Party mood is diminished by half, but visibility
greatly improved. 8:18 AM – Bromley emerges
from the cellar and asks “Why are you guys
already up?” 1:30 PM – Elmer claims that the
french fries are better at Wendy’s than at
McDonalds, having tried both. Vara delivers a
fifteen-minute monologue on the phenomenon
of “outhouse stalagmites.”
Sept 10 – 8:15 AM – Society members are
shocked and saddened to find that the Official
CSBS logbook has been sullied with
pornographic images. Punitive action may be
taken.

Healy’s porno-imagery in the Official CSBS Trip
Logbook
Healy’s depiction of the shear-pin event
2:30 PM – Eating chocolate chip cookies
supplied by Bromley, and planning next move.
8:45 PM – Dinner consumed. Delicious grilled
swordfish, a la Pitkin was followed by
Bromley’s overcooked (burned) but delectable
shrimp. Salted butter pecan ice cream and
assorted spirits concluded the meal. Mood
lighting was roundly enjoyed.

Fists clenched, a frustrated Vara is “literally green
with envy” as his friend Tim Healy catches the first
fish of the outing.

Mood lighting enjoyed at the Field Cabin, CSBS
Maine headquarters.

Left: the broken shear-pin. Right: part of the nail
which Pitkin inserted as a temporary repair in the
tip of Elmer’s broken fishing rod nearly fifteen
years ago, and which saved the expedition from
“literally almost dying.”
8:20 – Broken shear-pin and nail from Friday
are photographed together - naked.
10:00 – Pitkin catches two stripers in quick
succession – basks in accolades from other
society members. 10:30 – Vara and Healy turn
tail and run for home. Pitkin, Bromley, and
Elmer stoically carry on the mission, keenly
regretting the passing of another of their
dwindling supply of summers, and looking
forward apprehensively to a long, cold,
cheerless winter.

